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Pinstripes Makes Its Washington State Debut with 21,000 Square Feet 

of Space in Downtown Bellevue 
The dining and entertainment brand will open its first Pacific Northwest location at Vulcan Real 

Estate’s 555 Tower  
 
BELLEVUE, Wash. – Oct. 18, 2023 – Pinstripes, a combination of made-from-scratch dining and 
face-to-face gaming, announced today that it is expanding to Bellevue, Washington. Expected 
to open in mid-2024, the new Pinstripes will be located in the freestanding retail pavilion that is 
part of Vulcan Real Estate’s 555 Tower – making this the company’s first location in Washington 
state.  
 
The retail pavilion at 555 Tower sits along the edge of the Grand Connection and across the 
street from Bellevue Transit Center, offering excellent access and visibility to residents, 
employees, and visitors to Bellevue’s downtown core. 
 
Pinstripes will occupy the entire retail pavilion, comprised of two levels and totaling 21,000 
square feet. Upon full build-out, the space will be fully equipped with bowling lanes, bocce 
courts, and plenty of outdoor seating options. As for cuisine, Pinstripes offers quintessential 
Italian-American food – from wood-fired pizzas to seasonal gelato – as well as a thoughtfully 
selected wine list, rotating craft beers, and an array of handcrafted cocktails.  
 
"Vulcan Real Estate has constructed an extraordinary iconic jewel box that is designed perfectly 
for the Pinstripes concept,” said Dale Schwartz, Founder and CEO of Pinstripes. “Our goal is to 
create a welcoming venue for the community while also providing a tailored destination for 
corporate events.” 
 
Upon opening, Pinstripes intends to host a high volume of private corporate and social events – 
targeting 1,000 events within its first year of operation – making it a true social hub for the 
greater community. With design currently underway, Pinstripes also plans to commission local 
artists to help liven up the space and make it a vibrant place for the community to gather.  
 
“The two-story retail pavilion at 555 Tower has been highly anticipated by the Downtown 
Bellevue community, and we’re extremely excited to be partnering with Pinstripes to bring this 
space to its full potential,” said Rob Arron, senior director, marketing and leasing for Vulcan 
Real Estate. “From the carefully curated menu, to the excitement of bowling and bocce, this will 
be a truly unique entertainment experience where friends, family, and colleagues can gather.”  
 
Following Pinstripes’s Pacific Northwest debut at 555 Tower, the company intends to establish 
additional Washington locations in the years to come. 
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About Vulcan Real Estate 
Seattle-based Vulcan Real Estate directs all real-estate investment activities for Vulcan LLC, a 
Paul G. Allen Estate affiliate. Through strategic acquisitions and innovative 
development, Vulcan Real Estate has created a diversified portfolio of high-performing quality 
assets including office, life sciences, residential and mixed-use projects. 
 
The company’s integrated team of real estate professionals offers a full range of development 
and portfolio management services from site selection and urban planning to build-to-suit 
construction, leasing, financing, and asset repositioning. Its real estate model is based on 
quality, sustainable development that builds new value across the entire community. 
 
Since 2000, Vulcan Real Estate has delivered $6.3 billion in assets in 48 projects comprising 
10.3 million square feet of commercial space and 3,390 residential units. Two-thirds of the 
development projects have occurred in Seattle’s South Lake Union neighborhood, renowned as 
one of the largest urban redevelopment projects in the country. The company also has 855 
residential units under construction in the Seattle and Eastside markets. 
 
 
 
About Pinstripes 
Born in the Midwest, Pinstripes’ best-in-class venues offer a combination of made-from-scratch 
dining, bowling and bocce and flexible private event space. From its full-service Italian-American 
food and beverage menu to its gaming array of bowling and bocce, Pinstripes offers multi-
generational activities seven days a week. Its elegant and spacious 25,000 – 38,000 square foot 
venues can accommodate groups of 20 to 1,500 people for private events, parties, and 
celebrations. For more information on Pinstripes, led by Founder and CEO Dale Schwartz, 
please visit www.pinstripes.com. 

http://www.vulcanrealestate.com/
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